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Excellent film. Well acted and directed.
We were totally absorbed by this film. The performances were wonderful. & thank you for organising the Riverside Meal
which contributed to a memorable eve. Obviously, the sad experiences of a real family far outweigh what we saw on the
screen.
Thought-provoking and absorbing.
An interesting film, finishing at the right point, leaving us with a feeling of hope.
I enjoyed it. It was a good story. I was expecting to see the reunion between mother and daughter at the end.
It was a really good film. Well acted and superb photography. The storyline was gripping throughout. Couldn't fault it. Good
choice! I'd watch it again!















Very good.
I much appreciated this film, and learned from the struggle in which Julieta found herself perhaps through no fault of her
own. Life often puts us in difficult situations and we just have to learn to cope with them.
We really enjoyed the film, excellent character work and plenty of points for discussion afterwards. We also love the way
that some of the homes were decorated with beautiful art-work. The wallpaper in the apartment did not appeal to us!
Excellent film. Beautiful people in beautiful locations. So immersed that I quite forgot the subtitles.
Great performances and a fascinating study of guilt. The characters were all deeply flawed except for Lorenzo and even
he had stalking tendencies! Very compelling and thought-provoking.
We enjoyed the film last night. Good, absorbing story. We would have liked to see mother and daughter reunited but
realise this twee happy ending may not be suitable in this case.
Good with a narrative that kept us engaged throughout. Great cinema.
Eric and I both thought it was excellent, many thanks
Have enjoyed many of Almodovar's films. We've been waiting for this one, it seemed to disappear soon after release.
We were not disappointed.
A thoughtful and moving film with a feel of a whodunit: why was she estranged from her daughter? Excellent performances
from the two actresses as the story slowly unfolds. Really enjoyed it.
I thought the film was good. The narrative ran smoothly and the characters and plot were believable. I'm glad there was a
realistic but satisfying ending to the film.
We thought it was excellent – such a powerful, moving portrayal of one woman's life. Thank you for showing it – please can
we have some more!!

I loved the film. Beautifully shot. It showed how easily families can split over
misunderstandings.

